Light for Refugees
Among the challenges Europe is facing nowadays, the
Refugee Crisis is one of the most complicated and diﬀicult
together with Climate Change.
We want to provide an opportunity for integration for
refugees and asylum seekers oﬀering a solution tackling
climate change.

Our Aim
LEDlife project aims to provide children and youth in refugee camps
the possibility to access green energy and get educated in solar by
creating themselves a personalized solar lamp using recycled
materials.

5,000
refugees and asylum
seekers to be reached
out

Our Project
With out project we are providing three key solutions by tackling
energy access problems:

We teach
fundamentals on
electronics,
renewable energies
and sustainability
through our hands-on
practicals proving an
unique learning
experience for
refugees and asylum
seekers.

The refugees and
asylum seekers
involved in the project
will get to make solar
lamps for themselves
or to sold within the
community, thus with
reduction of CO2 in
their living area.

Through our
educational activities,
refugees and asylum
seekers get the basic
knowledge and skills
which can they
deepen in order to
pursue a career in the
field of solar energy.

Thanks to our online platform and our trainings, we impact
communities in diﬀerent areas of India by forming trainers,
multipliers and empowering the young generation.

Make an impact

Schools and
Universities

NGO & NonProfits

If you are city schools you can
register for our program and
whenever your students makes
lamp, we teach one
underprivileged student.

If you are a Non-Goverment or
Non-Profit Organisation involved
in education and/or livelihood
programs, we will train your
trainers and they can implement
programs in the local areas/
centers. We will provide manual
and help you establish supply
chain.

Businesses
If you are a socially responsible
company we can conduct training
in your areas. You can also gift
your employees LEDsafari lamps
made by our entrepreneurs and
support our entrepreneurs. We
can also organise a fun lampmaking event in your company.

Individuals
You can buy one kit and make a
lamp and one kit will go to
underprivileged student. Or you
can also become a trainer and
bring the knowledge in your area.

Milan, Italy | May 2016
A two-days workshop for Refugees and Asylum
Seekers was organized in May 2016 in Milan, Italy.
The activity was organized in cooperation with a
local partner, Milan-based onlus SOS Erm. The group
of refugees learnt how to make their own solar
lamps and took part in the organisation of an event
in Milan, when they exposed their lamp and
explained the project.
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